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NO WORDS    THU, MAR. 3RD, 2005 21:43

...two ceremonies since my last words. 

Unbelievable gifts I am unable to convey [other than in person].

Love [will prevail]

Peace.

(Leave a comment)

FORGIVE MY RUDENESS    MON, FEB. 28TH, 2005 23:59

more to come...

(Leave a comment)

FIRST BRASILIAN JOURNEY.... CHACRUNA VS. CHALIPONGA    SUN, FEB. 27TH, 2005 06:04

It's about midday here, day after the first journey.

The brew we drank was from a Brasilian Unao de Vegetal church, not that of Kajuyali's cooking. It was completely 
different in taste and texture than I was accustomed to. Thin, light and a little fermented, unlike Kajuyali's thick, 
dark syrup. Also the plant used for the  DMT component is different in Brasil, where Psychotria viridis (chacruna) 

is used, as opposed to the endemic Colombian plant Diplopterys cabrerana. 
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The chacruna is purported to bring more light to the vision. We drank at around 9:30 - 10pm. In that morning I 
had awoken with a similar headache to the one I had in the first ceremony in Colombia and, despite my efforts to 
shift it, it remained and moved about during the day. There was much anticipation and reservation amongst the 
group.16 of us with only about 6 newcomers, so the energies differed between those who had been here last year, 
those who had just journeyed in Colombia and the newcomers who had no idea what to expect. I drank early 
and, feeling nauseous and a little out of sorts, went to my mat where I fell into a twilight state, almost sleeping. I felt 
very tired.

Some time later (I was later told I had been lying inside the temple for a good few hours) I drank again and moved 
out to the fire. I watched others sleeping mainly with a little movement to purge from only a few. A very quiet 
night in that regard. I sat and watched the almost full moon and stars, trees and landscape for some time before 
again dosing. I awoke to hear Kajuyali singing and the spirits very close, communicating "Drink again, drink
again".  Alas Kajuyali was singing in the dawn and there was no opportunity to do so. Still in the state, I retired to
the lodge where people were drinking early morning soup, and talking of their experience. I was pleased to eat, 
but not into verbal discussion, so returned at around 6:30am to the temple. Upon lying down and closing my eyes 
again, the visions took off, and I received some interesting information about the nature of the changes occurring, 
the need for the end to war, the need for attention, that war is not just happening "over there" but that there are 
mechanisms being put in place the world over, new weapons and technologies of control. 

The bugs drove me to my bungalow where I slept for a few hours before returning to the lodge for breakfast, It 
seemed, from talking to people that the newcomers had ubiquitously had strong, beautiful experience and 
conversely the return drinkers had very light, pleasant experience with a fairly common tiredness and so sleep 
throughout the night.

My feeling is that the Aya wanted the energies of the group balanced, so that we can move, as a group, further next 
time.

(Leave a comment)

SECRET, SACRED NAMES    SAT, FEB. 26TH, 2005 06:59

During my visions in my last journey to Brasil, I was given a name by a being who presented himself as a 
"Grandfather", an elder shaman.  He told me particularly that the name was secret. As such I did not share it with
any in the group and, although I subsequently recognised the man who had spoken with me from some art which 
Kajuyali produced, I began to imagine that perhaps I had "made it all up". The manner in which the name was 
conveyed was in the direction to recall a place name from my childhood. 

"You mean **** ?", i asked.

"Yes, but only the first two syllables, this is your secret name" came the response.

As i say, I stored the information, but did not speak with anyone about it (not even my dear wife with whom I 
share most deep secrets). Whilst in Colombia I seized an opportunity to ask Kajuyali about it. I told him about the 
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nature of the aural "vision", and asked about the nature such names. There was some confusion in the translation 
as to whether the name was sacred or secret. Kajuyali explained that some names a sacred, and for public 
expression, whilst others are secret, and only for the communication with the inner realms.

"Would I be able to tell it to you?", I asked, and he responded that he felt that would be fine at the appropriate 
time.

Some days later, in the Maloca, I chanced to be beside him, and whispered in stilted Spanish the secret name of 
my recollection from the ceremony in Brasil.

"Ahhh, very interesting", was his response, but there was no translator immediately available, and it was left at that.

Last night, before the opening ceremony of the talking stick, Kajuyali sat beside me and called Doreen to ask her 
for her assistance..

"He understands Spanish, but not completely."

He explained that the word I had received was the sacred name of an ancestral Jaguar shaman of the Kawillari 
people, of the Vaupes region of the Amazon. This region, he toldme, has the oldest stories of the traditional use of 
the Ayahuasca.

a great gift from the plants, and so eloquently, so cleverly given to me.

I am blessed.

(Leave a comment)

PLAN COLOMBIA    FRI, FEB. 25TH, 2005 14:36

Circling back to  Colombia,  at the conclusion  of the week, the closure of the circle with  the  ceremony of the
pipe Cannunpa Wakan and the talking stick.  Kajuyali's brother of spirit,  Jose  Fernando  speaks  when the floor is
his.  I paraphrase, I'm sure inelegantly, but the nature of his statement was this;

"You people have been blessed to receive the wisdom, the message of the plant teachers, and yet in this moment as 
you discover the beauty of this possibility, we are losing our land to this fumigation in the  name of  "Plan
Colombia",  if this despicable thing continues, we may no longer be able to find the plants to teach us. The
chemicals which are being used are making our children sick, poisoning our water, and killing the animals. Please 
take this information to people in your countries that many voices may make the call to halt this disgusting war on 
all living things in this land"

I had prior knowledge of this plan, of the program of spraying "targeted" chemicals to eradicate the coca plant, 
and also of US plans to similarly spray poppy plantations in Afghanistan, but as with many such things it was a long 
way from me...

So now I take this opportunity to share with whoever cares to read, the perspectives involved.

United States Institute of Peace Library says;

As Colombia stands both proud and threatened on the threshold of the 21st century, we are faced with the 
historic challenge of establishing and securing a society where the Colombian state can exercise its true authority 
and fulfill its essential obligations, as stated in our Constitution:

"...to serve the community, promote prosperity and guarantee the principles, rights and duties as consecrated in 
the Constitution; to facilitate the participation of the people in the decisions that affect them and the economic, 
political, administrative and cultural life of the Nation; to defend our independence, maintain our territorial 
integrity and assure peaceful coexistence and a just order."

All these objectives are at stake today. The chief responsibility for us in government is to build a better, more 
secure country for this generation and future ones to make the Colombian state a more effective force for domestic 
tranquility, prosperity and progress. We need to build a state for Social Justice, which will protect all of our 
citizens, and uphold all their rights to life, dignity and property, freedom of belief, opinion and the press.

To make this fundamental idea a reality for Colombia, we must meet and master difficult and ever-changing 
national and international conditions. We face issues raised by the international economy and others posed by the 
history and evolution of our own country. The decisive challenges for Colombia come from the spread of 
drug-trafficking, and the economic, political and social impact of globalization.

There is no question that Colombia suffers from the problems of a state yet to consolidate its power: a lack of 
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confidence in the capacity of the armed forces, the police, and the judicial system to guarantee order and security; 
a credibility crisis at different levels and in different agencies of government; and corrupt practices in the public 
and the private sectors. All this has been fed and aggravated by the enormous destabilizing effects of drug 
trafficking, which, with vast economic resources, has constantly generated indiscriminate violence while 
undermining our values, on a scale comparable only to the era of Prohibition in the United States.

At the same time, the Colombian economy, despite forty years of continuous growth, has not been able to bring 
the benefits of prosperity to the majority of our people; nor has it been able significantly to reduce poverty levels. 
The violence and corruption fuelled by drug trafficking generate distrust among foreign investors, putting a major 
roadblock in the path of modernizing the way things work, which is essential for generating employment and 
securing a stable and prosperous place for Colombia in a newly globalized world.

In short, the hopes of the Colombian people and the work of the Colombian government have been frustrated by 
drug trafficking, which makes it extremely difficult for the government to fulfill its constitutional duty. A vicious 
and pervasive cycle of violence and corruption has drained the resources essential to the construction and success 
of a modern State.......

one of the aims of "the plan" is;

Eradication of crops

Strengthen and increase the employment of combined security operations during fumigation and eradication 
operations. Support the new strategies under the United Nations International Drug Control Program to test and 
develop environmentally safe and reliable biological control agents, thereby providing new eradication 
technologies.

Here's another perspective 

see what you think....

 

(1 comment | Leave a comment)

So....landed...reacquainted myself with the folks of Ilheus who seemed remarkably pleased to see me. Surprised at 
the level of rememberance on the street, but then someone pointed out that they probably don't get too many 
whitefellas with long red jata hanging about the streets.

Sorted out my issues with the organisation, some direct communication and so now on to the issue at hand, two 
weeks of journeying with La Madre. 

a friend writes;

"please remember, there is nothing to learn, just more to let go of. the winds will clear the covering which shows 
you who you have always been. we are the source, the path, the journey. i am you, you am i."

a relief, 

perhaps I was trying to hard! 

The need for community of heart presents itself strong. The meeting of those in the Maloca in Colombia 
presenting the living example of the lack in our western existance. This is not romance, understand, rather an 
immediate quality of felt experience. The articulation of a wound in the Western psyche, heart that many struggle 
to find words for.

For those who have supported me in the journey I am of much greatfulness.

Each time I begin the journey to the heart, I forget all that I have learned, all the language, the structure.

Hollow vessel.

Another friend, dear teacher writes;

" Yea...and I guess I have just figured it out.  Something of an acknowledgement in me, of you ... you have become
a teacher of sorts ... entered the realm of the mysterious and the divine.  Like the seeds of doubt (by no means
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conscious) have been washed by your "sliced foot" appearence in my dream, and your undoubted sure-footed 
travelling among the vines and the soil.  I wonder if anyone else is aware of this change in you?  At any rate, from
this odd mechanical dialogue (it's hard not to meet..) I can feel that yours are good hands to grab, and as someone 
who has tracked the divine like a glutton, I can see/feel/sense your power.  Don't know how - I just know.  You
seem to travel lighter."

I don't know anything about that, I'm just darning my socks

In the words of the inimitable Jeff Fenech

"I love youse all"

(Leave a comment)

    THU, FEB. 24TH, 2005 03:54

As may have been noticed, my adherence to linear models of time is less than preccise, and I have yet to account 
for the remainder of the Colombia journey.

...as I once had the pleasure to hear Terrence McKenna say when heckled at a spoken word gig,

"No....I shall go backwards by going forwards"

In time.....

(Leave a comment)

after landing, an organisational miscommunication sees me back in the Hotel Britannica. Six months later, but I'm 
easy to spot and the staff seem pleased to see me. I'm tired after 30 hours of airports and flights since Miami, and 
having difficulty remaining equanimous in the face of perceived backsliding in a realm purported to be of heart. 
Like a certain poet/sculptor of my knowing, travel oft sponsors in me the desire to "go Zen". Take my wife

kids, other loved ones and find a gorge somewhere in the desert and live in the heart of the Mother
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with love, respect.....

(Leave a comment)

DESCENT

Beginning the descent to Ilheus. Calculated that in less than a fortnight I have spent 30 hours in the air. Add to that 
the three hours prior to departure waiting time, cancelled flights waiting time, and the flight transfer waiting time 
(in a number of cases over 11 hours) and the absurdity of the necessity to perform this dance becomes apparent. 
This because a number of plants boiled in water are considered so injurious to the individual and social well 
being that the resultant tea's possession can see one goaled for life..!

(Leave a comment)

HIATUS    TUE, FEB. 22ND, 2005 03:16

About to check out of Day's Inn after a more successful hotel experience last night. No bugs biting me through the 
night, and free wireless access made for a productive evening and a sound sleep (despite residual scratching from 
the prior night). A far more pleasant experience than the crack whores and fleas (?) of the night before!

Miami Airport seems to be the only airport in the state without free WiFi access, so I'll be out of email contact fora 
while.  

I've a 8 hour wait for a flight in Miami, followed by an 8 hour flight to one of the world's megopolis' 
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which I must traverse in order to change airports to connect with an internal flight to my destination or 
thereabouts....
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The latter has much more appeal.....

Despite their acceptance of the necessity of my absence with good humour, love and support, I feel the distance 
between my family and I. (The photo's something of an enticement.....)

(Leave a comment)

JUNG    MON, FEB. 21ST, 2005 15:34

Jung suggested that the East was the Unconcious of the West.

I wonder what that makes the tenets of Amazonian shamanism.

I mention Jung because I guess part of the purpose of this little unfolding, is to provide a "mapping in the world" 
of the process of syncronicity in a life. (and those of you who know me personally know that the process expresses 
itself profoundly in my life)

(3 comments | Leave a comment)

AHUAKULLA

The following day, buoyed by our survival of the Inipi purification and the subsequent night's sleep, saw us 
prepare for the ritual of the Ahuakulla
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We  gathered at the Maloca in the early afternoon, to again hear stories of the nature of the plant and it's
traditional usage. We were informed that Kajuyali's brother in spirit Jose Fernando would conduct the ceremony. 
The energy was much lighter than that preceeding a Ayahuasca ceremony, the landscape seemingly more 
luminescent. Jose Fernando's energy also different to Kajuyali's, as were his songs. There was a palpable excitement 
as he blessed the preparation with his songs and prayer. We were told that the cactus arrives and departs more 
slowly and that, as with the previous ceremony, there was plenty to go around, and we were encouraged to drink 
as much as we needed. Despite the advice, I felt the presence of the plant quite soon after drinking and after all had 
drunk, sat with the shaman and their apprentices as they rattled their way into the state. When they took up their 
drums, I danced quietly, feeling the presence of the hummingbird and then, as Kajuyali began to sing, the jaguar. 
As the music took greater pace and volume, I danced hard, spitting, hissing and growling as I felt the strength of the 
Sacred Jaguar's presence. As I danced thus, I felt the Kindi again, feeling the curve of the hummingbird's wings in 
the movement of my arms.  The Jaguar was a given, that energy I knew was with me, but I was surprised to feel the
speed and subtlety of the Kindi, to see the vision of it's gold and green plumage. The next morning I spoke with 
one of Kajuyali's apprentices a young woman called Catachilla, who had seen just such a hummingbird for the first 
time (in material reality) just the day before I arrived. Jose Fernando told me that the vision was quite unusual, and 
I felt it doubly auspicious because of the meeting with Catachilla.  He told me that the Ahuakulla had much to
teach me and I should continue to seek it's teachings.

Early in the morning, when the music had faded, and the sun was yet to rise, Kajuyali sat at the fire and told 
progressively bawdier tales, first traditional stories from the peoples of the Amazon, then of his own experiences, 
many drawing heavily on the material results of Aya's purgative nature. He was the consumate story teller, weaving 
what others later called "the four hour joke", until he had himself in stitches .....

"but a long, long time before that...."

(Leave a comment)

INIPI

The Inipi despite being the hottest I have ever experienced (to the point of burning the skin on a delicate portion 
of my anatomy closest to the ground (and thus coolest)), and lasting longer than suggested at the earlier talk was a 
most beautiful experience, and when I finally emerged into the cool, dark mountain air I felt all of the residual 
tensions from the travel and the previous night's medicine ceremony gone. 
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with a joyous heart, I returned to the pousada and slept a deep and full nights sleep, the first in many days...

(Leave a comment)

    SUN, FEB. 20TH, 2005 14:18

16 February 2005 4:30:26 AM Aussie time. At the conclusion of the last sentence S, with whom I was in Brasil, 
arrived in the departure terminal at Miami airport where I was working. We had quite a few hours before the 
others arrived and, midst much excitement, we departed for Bogota, Colombia. The flight was just over 3 hours, 
shorter than that from LA to Miami. It was dark upon our arrival, and upon determining that some of our 
luggage (mine included) was lost (and would hopefully meet us in Pasto on the morrow) we cleared customs and 
boarded the waiting Ford Transit bus for our hotel. There was much excitement, especially from J, the 44 yo 
particle physicist from Canada who had met Kajuyali 

in Brasil last year and was almost jumping out of his skin at the anticipation of tomorrow's ceremony. People got 
to know each other as we travelled to what turned out to be a fairly opulent hotel, with top hatted busboys, 
security swipe cards and paramilitary security guards in the lobby. It was about 9pm by the time we all checked in, 
I with my roommate V, another physicist (plasma) from the United States, and although most were weary from the 
journey (I particularly so from my two days of flying) we headed down to the restaurant to eat and mingle.

As this is a meeting for those who had worked with Kajuyali before, all had experienced the medicine and were in 
eager although considerably trepidatious anticipation of the events to come. We ate and returned to our rooms, 
but because of a wedding party on the upper floor of the hotel which continued until after 3am, most had 
disrupted sleep and were still weary at our 5:30 am breakfast. We arrived at the airport with plenty of time to take 
our 8am flight to Pasto, but discovered that there had been much rain on the preceeding day, and 3 flights had 
been cancelled. This meant that the those with tickets from those flights had been bumped to ours and we were left 
waiting in the airport for 5 hours until such time as a solution was negotiated (principally because one of our 
party J C was a lawyer from Colombia!) Although we had initially been told we would have to wait until the 
following day, an additional flight was allocated, and we departed for Pasto on a small plane at around 2pm. The 
flight was easy, around 1 and 1/2 hours, and we arrived to find the runway lined with at least a dozen military 
helicopters and throngs of military personnel. They had arrived the week before it seemed, and had 
commandeered our hotel for their accomodation.

For some unknown reason, most of our luggage had been put on another flight to Cali and was expected within 
the hour. Kajuyali and some of his family met us at the airport and we waited with them, eventually arriving at 
our newly secured hotel at around 6pm. All were very weary, but we left in the back of various pickup trucks for 
Kajuyali's Maloca almost immediately. It was dark by the time we arrived, so it was difficult to see the landscape, 
which from the air was evidenced to be quite mountainous and mostly cleared for agriculture. From the air I had 
seen many steep gorges and those who had visited with Kajuyali before said that also there was a steep cliff at the 
edge of his land as well. His house is quite beautiful, rammed earth walls, many different levels with much 
bamboo and red semi circular tiles on the roof. The Maloca is probably 40 feet in diameter, circular in shape 
with a steep, cone shaped roof which is disproportionately tall, so that the structure itself appears squat beneath it. 
We did not drink until around ten pm, after first opening the circle with the ceremony of the Cannunpa Wakan, 
and there was much trepidation amongst the people gathered. I was told by the Ayahuasca that the reason for the 
military presence was for the disruption of the work that Kajuyali was attempting. Quite early on, a car alarm went 
off outside, and when Kajuyali went outside to attend to it, there was an immediate shudder of fear amongst the 
collective. I held energy at the fire, saying with my heart. "it is not for one man to do all this, we must all take 
responsibility", but was almost immediately hit in the back of the neck and top of the head with a strange headache 
which persisted throughout the night and into the next day, despite my attempts to remove it. The journey on that 
first night was strange, with many people having very intense, physically unpleasant journey's. I had some strong 
vision, but the headache distracted me constantly and it was difficult to follow the threads presented by the Aya. I 
did not purge orally, but my belly had been unsettled since well before the actual drinking of the Aya, and I had 
numerous trips to the toilet to attempt to releive my cramping gut. I eventually retired to my mat, and slept fitfully 
between various visions. In the morning, I spoke with S to discover that he too had seen vision of a military 
presence watching us. "I wonder what they thought of last night". "We'll see today, I guess" i responded, and 
immediately upon saying that, a military helicopter flew up over an adjacent ridge, banked towards the Maloca 
and then flew off in to the distance.
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The following day we gathered at the Maloca for the Inipi ceremony, again with much trepidation. Kajuyali told 
us about the Mythology, and the nature of the practicalities for it's functioning. We spent the afternoon preparing 
tobacco offerings for the Inipi, one for each direction, for the sky, for the mother earth, for our own journey and 
for the group. The women went to the inipi first, where they were led by Kajuyali's wife, Adrianna. I was working 
on someone in the Maloca about an hour later, when I felt a rush of coolness in the energetic field, and realised 
they had come out of the lodge. "It's the hottest I've ever been in my life" said one woman. The men gathered in 
their towels, and one by one proceeded clockwise around the inipi, in the order selected by Kajuyali. I am oft 
amazed by the lack of sensitivity to ceremony that people display, with some having to be hushed as they gossiped 
and joked. We made our way into the Inipi, took our seats and hung our offerings above our heads. It was a large 
group and so two circles were required inside the lodge. I was in the rear circle and so could not sit up straight as
my back curved around the wall of the lodge and my neck kinked as my head pressed against the roof. It was 
already hot, with some stones already placed in the central pit. Kajuyali made a prayer and, one by one more 
rocks were brought in, blessed and placed in the pit. Eventually when all 24 had arrived, the door was closed and 
Kajuyli began his song as he poured water over the glowing rocks. Apart from this faint red glow, the Inipi was 
completely dark, and the vapour rising from the steaming rocks made breathing difficult. We had been warned 
not to breath through our nose, nor to breath on the skin of those around us, as the possibility of burning flesh 
with our exhalations was distinct. My hair was tied up in a bundle on top of my head, to the delight of some of the 
other shaman who were joining us in the lodge. Kajuyali and the others of the Maloca chanted in call and 
response fashion as he steadily poured water on the rocks, allowing the temperature in the lodge to reach 
seemingly impossible heights......

(Leave a comment)

CATCH UP

a week or so now since departure...and until now no opportunity to log on..

some thoughts from along the way...

Something about planes, altitude, I don't know.

I landed 3 seats to myself so I must say that the flight is by no means hard, there's just that numbness of 
international flight. Despite a huge water intake I feel dry, dessicated. I don't know how those who serve people on 
these journey's continually do it.

The flight to Sydney was fine, easy. A walk to another terminal, another security check and a bus ride, and I was at 
the end of a enormous, serpentine customs queue. Another security check (good thing the new laptop case slides in 
and out easily, as it's been removed three times before midday in a hasty manner, with harrangued travellers 
banked up behind me) and through to the duty free bardo. I checked in the duty free camera store, but they had 
none of the models I had researched, and so I left, thinking I would find a cheaper option in LA in any case.

It's 3:27 PM now, nine hours and twenty seven minutes to LA. We must have been late taking off, as the onboard 
flight details say 3 hours and 26 minutes since departure. We're to the right of Nadi, just about to cross the 
international date line.

" God be with those who explore in the cause of understanding, whose search takes them far from what is familiar 
and comfortable and leads them into danger or terrifying lonliness. Let us try to understand their sometimes 
strange or difficult ways; their confronting or unusual language; the uncommon life of their emotions, for they 
have been affected and shaped by their struggle at the frontiers of a wild darkness, just as we may be affected, 
shaped and changed by the insights they bring back to us. Bless them with strength and peace.
Amen"

in any case, the die is now cast, and the journey can but unfold. I will try to sleep for a while, to conserve energy 
for my Midnight arrival in the city of Angels.

13 February 2005 4:31:46 AM your time, but about midday on Saturday here. Yesterday I arrived in LA on 
time @ 5am, was directed straight into another security check line and ushered into another concourse 
whereupon I waited for another 3 hours or so before boarding a American Airlines flight to Miami. In the 
concourse at that early hour, American's seemed reasonably friendy and thinner than expected, but as time 
progressed, they proved the exception rather than the norm. Even aside from the security obsession, boarding 
airlines seems to take Americans about four hours longer than elsewhere, and with twice as much fuss. I scored a 
seat next to a Mexican LA native named Ray, who had just missed his flight to Venezuela "because I had my 
earphones in, man, and they was talkin', man, and like, man, my flight leaves at a time, you know what I'm sayin', 
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wether I got my earphones in or not, you know what I'm sayin' man, like, what the fuck, you know what I'm sayin',
I can't beleive I missed my flight". He proceeded to get progressively more drunk over the next four and a half 
hours, asking me about the view of Americans in the rest of the world, and then ("let me tell you how it is") tell 
me about how America was the greatest country in the world because "you can, like, go into a shop in America 
and get anythin' you want man, you know what I'm sayin', like anything, bam, bam, bam". "People might not like 
America, man, but they still all wanna come here, cause you can make money here, you know what I'm sayin, like 
bands man, you can go to Europe, and make a thousand dollars, but if you come to America, you make a million,
you know what I'm sayin?" "Like you can get anything here man, you want chicken, pork, beef, you can get it man, 
whenever you want, you know what I'm sayin'". On and on. You get the picture. Americans seem really unhappy 
and insecure, but all trying to live the dream, being very polite but with a thinly disguised disdain because they 
know that they're gonna get there one day, gonna make it and then they'll be the "better than you" that they feel on 
the inside, but outside..

I arrived in Miami at around five on Friday afternoon...bad time to get a hotel! Rang one from the airport and 
caught their shuttle from the airport only to arrive to find they had no rooms. "But I made a reservation at the 
airport"

"i'm sorry sir, that must have been a mistake", and so back to the airport and another taking a chance by jumping 
on another shuttle and finally scoring a $100 room at about 8pm. It's hard to find food without meat, in my 
experience in Miami, so to bed @ 10pm and slept reasonably soundly until 9am this morning. Again, breakfast has 
not a lot going on without meat, so a bagel and a bad coffee and away to the airport at the 11am checkout for my 
4pm flight to Bogota. I didn't tip the Cuban driver (despite the multilingual sign "Gratuities for driver 
appreciated") because he was loud, rude and threw his styrofoam coffee cup out the window.

(Leave a comment)

FURTHER SIGNS    TUE, FEB. 8TH, 2005 10:08

Midnight, laptop resists attempts to clone the HD in preparation of my journey.

Frustration...why do these journeys hold so much resistance inherent?

My attention is drawn to the corner of an old New Scientist magazine (Dec. 2004 actually) under a mound of 
papers on my desk, in front of me.

"Take a break", says weary mind.

I pull the magazine out, and open it randomly. 

An article about Mars rovers, my attention drawn immediately to..
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missions. Spirit, Colombia, Opportunity, Endurance, Opportunity, devils...

Ahhhh..

weary but on a path which the world confirms.

more on my particular cosmology later.

(2 comments | Leave a comment)

LA[R]VA[E] - A BANKING RITUAL    FRI, FEB. 4TH, 2005 15:50

Today made an offering of my world to an aspect of the centralised control heirarchy. 

It was like this " I'll show you my world, if you give me some money"

Forms were dutifully filed until such time as it became apparent that the usual accoutrements of a modern 
Western citizen such as myself were all but nonexistant..

In the absence of numbers, but with a good show at humanity, we decided to construct a story which suited both 
our purposes by the end of the financial year...

A good result for the heart of the world

As an added bonus, whilst awaiting said ritual, the world stopped a while,  and it's conciousness said "Look, a
sign!". The customer's trouser leg immediately adjacent to my face displayed a brand plaque "Lava pond."

(Leave a comment)

PERSISTENCE OF VISION
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Despite hanging about in cyberrealms since the late 80's, i only just managed to cobble together some HTML in 
the last few posts in order to get some images up on this blog. I often wondered why I persisted with this medium 
(despite lengthy breaks from it), without much desire to learn it's languages and when it seemed to be progressively 
subsumed into modern corporate, consumption driven culture.  Recently Paul Hughes at FutureHi articulated 
something that I knew way back then when I suggested to my employers in the Insurance industry, that everyone in 
the company should have an email address as it was to become a great democratising force in our society (alas they 
didn't agree, and I spent many years imagining that perhaps I had been mistaken)...

"You can see the battle lines being drawn with p2p, intellectual property, tax cuts for hummers and not hybrids, 
property right fanatics, environmental regulation role back, corporate power grabs and consolidation. That's just 
desperation you're seeing. The one thing all of these people have in common is a love for hierarchy, as long as they 
are at the top of that hierarchy. But as Dlight has so eloquent said, centralized control hierarchies cannot withstand 
the force of millions of networked individuals working towards their own liberation."

(3 comments | Leave a comment)

VULCAN [WORLD]MIND MELD    TUE, FEB. 1ST, 2005 17:32

Recent decision to map "volcano" with those in the world who know the merit of these things...leads to the 
discovery of...

Galeras.

(Leave a comment)

BODY OF SIXNON AS BODY OF THE WORLD

My own personal seismic shakeup reflected thus....
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http://neic.usgs.gov/neis/qed/

(2 comments | Leave a comment)
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